
The second industrial revolution, the development of 
railways networks, electrification, cinema and early 
broadcast media all contributed to the emergence of a new 
form of capitalism which Gramsci was the first to name 
‘Fordism’



A Ford assembly line in 1925

Fordism



• Advances in capitalism are progressive in nature 

• America is able to progress because it is not burdened by social strata belonging to 
previous eras.

•The emergence of mass society is the emergence of a society in which the economic 
‘base’ controls the political ‘superstructure’ in ever-more direct ways.

•Americanism requires a certain kind of state which is much more involved in the 
production of infrastructure

•Americanism requires a liberal state 
i.e. one allowing for individualist economic activity.

Gramsci’s ‘Americanism & Fordism’
1934
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Frans Masereel ‘The Ideal Producer of the Future’ (1919)

•However, Fordism requires that the worker become more and more like a machine

An assembly line today
Ford assembly line 1914

Ford assembly line 1914



Striking workers at the Ford factory in Flint, Michigan. 1937

In fact, factory life provided a unique opportunity for workers to organise

• But paradoxically, this threatens to free the consciousness of the worker, who therefore has to be 
regulated strictly by the the employers



•Gramsci offers some very sketchy observations on the relationship between the rise of Fordism 
and changes in sexual culture:

• The new worker of Fordism has to be sexually and more generally regulated because Fordist 
work is so intense and so exhausting. Hence even high wages characteristic of Fordism don't 
necessarily encourage workers to stay. 

• The general regulation, rather than the mere policing, of the working / consuming population is, 
according to Gramsci, typical of Fordism. Hence policies such as prohibition.



• On the other hand, Gramsci takes a very modernist line, seeing the development as 
essentially progressive as long as the living conditions of workers are improved as 
profitability is maintained. The 'new worker' is not necessarily an automaton, according to 
Gramscil but might be a more disciplined and efficient kind of person. 

Aleksei Grigorevich Stakhanov 

Aleksei Grigorevich Stakhanov Heroes of Soviet Labour

A poster for the Spanish confederation of labour, 1930s



Beveridge Report, 1941

A ‘New Deal’ poster, 
1930s

As Gramsci saw, Fordism required the state to involve itself in 
the economy, and this included providing working people with 
security and assistance on an unprecedented scale 

1945 election poster



And this arguably made 
possible the prosperity 

and social stability of the 
1950s

But is also demanded high levels of social 
conformity and personal repression...



Colossus,  Bletchley Park, 1944



IBM 360 1960s



At ‘the mother of all demos’  in San Francisco,1968, 
Douglas Engelbart demonstrated the integrated ‘oN-Line’ 
system which included for the first time all of the key 
elements of contemporary computing  
see: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
The_Mother_of_All_Demos 



Intel 8008 1972  (first 8-bit microprocessor)



1971-3 The Chilean government experimented with the use 
of early computer network technologies to assist in national 
economic planning and decision-making, developing the 
ground-breaking CyberSyn network for this purpose.

The experiment was cut short by the CIA-backed coup 
which installed the world’s first neoliberal regime in 1973



Apple II 1977



Lyotard is primarily concerned with the changing status of knowledge 
in the world.

He argues that knowledge has become the primary means of 
production and source of value.

In this context, he argues, Knowledge and education is no longer 
about training minds but about the circulation of knowledge 
commodities. 

In such a culture, ‘truth’ is whatever works.

Jean-François Lyotard (1979) The Postmodern Condition



•The computerisation of society leads to the commodification of 
knowledge and the production of a knowledge economy. 
•This leads to the social problem of legitimation - how do we decide 
what is true or good?
• Lyotard tries to theorise this problem in terms of Wittgenstein’s 
notion of competing or parallel ‘language games’.
•This leads Lyotard to criticise the very notion of ‘society’ as a 
unified formation
•For Lyotard, postmodern social life sees individuals functioning as 
‘nodal points’ in complex webs of language games, which do not 
necessarily cohere with each other
•Lyotard goes on to discuss various types of strategy fo the 
legitimation of knowledge, making a key distinction between 
‘narrative’ and scientific forms.
•He associates the historic rise of scientific form as characterised by 
absence of consensus: scientists do not need to agree about much in 
order to be able to carry on doing science. 
•Lyotard believes that the pluralism and pragmatism which have 
been historically typical of scientific knowledge are now features of 
most kinds of knowledge across contemporary culture. 
Consequently, ‘narrative’ strategies for the legitimation of knowledge 



For Lyotard, the postmodern condition poses particular problems 
for our ability to develop a historical sense or a sense of history, 
because arguably history is itself the ultimate narrative form of 
knowledge.



The new electronic and computing technologies made 
possible significant changes to the organisation of industry 
- far more industrial processes could now be automated 
while new levels of flexibility and responsiveness to new 
information became possible. 



• In manufacturing industry there is a general move towards more flexible, demand-
sensitive production

• ‘Just-in-time’ ordering and production improves sensitivity to changes in consumer 
denamd

• Move away from assembly-line production characterises manufacturing

• To allow for such flexibility, companies increasingly depend upn short-term 
relationships with specialists to provide services that used to be generated within 
the company (e.g. marketing, research & design, manufacture of specialist parts, etc.) 
i.e. ‘Outsourcing’

• Disaggregation of vertically-integrated firms 

Main Features of ‘post-Fordism’







Ideologues of the new economy tell us that during the Fordist era, we 
were all trapped in one job for life, like hamsters on a wheel, while the 
new capitalism offers great scope for personal freedom (see, for 
example, Charles Leadbeater Living on Thin Air)



Gramsci says that Fordism requires, and produces, a ‘new man’ - 
the disciplined, organised, rational Fordist worker 

What kind of person does post-Fordism require or produce? 



The question of what kind of personality is produced by new 
forms of capitalism and institutional life has been addressed by 
commentators such as Richard Sennett, Luc Boltanski & Eve 
Chiapello, Ulrich Beck, Anthony Giddens, Zygmunt Bauman, Mike 
Featherstone and Scott Lash.



it is clear we now face a choice as a Government and country....The money has 
made a difference. You can see it in the new hospitals, school buildings and 
computers and record numbers of police. 
But it isn't enough. And particularly when people's taxes have just risen to fund 
the NHS, people expect and deserve more. Here is the choice. Reform has 
already started. The literacy and numeracy strategy in primary schools; 
specialist secondary schools, City Academies, performance pay: and in health a 
proper system of inspection so that people know what their local services are 
providing; PCTs; the national service frameworks; the PFI hospital building 
programme; and new contracts being developed for nurses and doctors. All of 
this has meant substantial change. 
But the choice is whether to follow through the logic of these changes properly.

Extract from a speech by Tony Blair on the future of public 
services, 2003

In recent times, governments have increasingly adopted the post-Fordist 
firm as a model for public institutions, as Colin Crouch discusses in Post-
Democracy (2004)



For those who believe in public services, reform is fundamental 
to their future. To turn our backs on it, would be a collective 
mistake of historic proportions. 
Much of the debate is about Foundation Hospitals, freeing up 
local hospitals from central control, allowing them to innovate 
and develop new services, whilst remaining firmly within the 
NHS. But in reality they are only one part of a series of changes 
we need to make: bringing new providers into elective surgery 
to reduce waiting times for NHS patients, whether those 
providers are from the NHS, the private sector or abroad. For the 
first time giving patients real choice to go elsewhere for 
treatment, paid for by the NHS, if they are waiting too long. 
From this April, saying to hospitals, if you do more operations, 
you will be paid for doing them. Allowing new management to be 
brought into running NHS Trusts, even if brought in from outside 
the NHS. 
These reforms all have one common purpose: to open the 
system, change the "one size fits all" concept of public 
services, give the parent or patient more choice and a 
better service, and allow the professionals the flexibility 
and freedom they need to develop that better service. 
Foundation Hospitals are just one part of these reforms. We 
need to drive the same principles, however, through all parts of 
our public services. 



From ‘Discipline’ to ‘Control’

In his later lectures, Foucault seemed to suggest that new and more complex forms of social regulation were replacing 
the older mechanics of ‘disciplinary’ power. Foucault explored this idea through a study of the emergence of ideas of 
‘security’.

This idea of a shift away from disciplinary logic was a theme explored in Gilles Deleuze’s famous 
essay  ‘Post-Script on the Societies of Control’

Although both Foucault and Deleuze only made quite tentative suggestions about what this new 
form of social organisation might look like, we can enumerate some of the main features of 
‘control’ society, which is very close to ‘post-Fordist’ society as described by commentators such 
as Harvey and Murray, and to the ‘Network Society’ or ‘Network Culture’ described by writers 
such as Manuel Castells or Tiziana Terranova

‘Fordism’ can be seen as the culmination of the interaction between 
capitalist institutions and practices, and the institution and practices 
which Foucault describes as ‘disciplinary’. 

So what happens to these institutions and practices in the age of 
‘post-Fordism? 



•Power relationships are not organised in terms of a centralised 
hierarchy, but through networks 

•Information is not gathered and disseminated centrally, but again, flows 
through networks

•The ‘centres of power’ are the key nodes in the networks.  E.g. See 
http://internet-map.net

http://internet-map.net


•In ‘control society’, power is not so much normative (trying to 
impose strict standards of behaviour) but regulatory and preemptive 

So, for example, a great diversity of social identities and behaviours 
are tolerated, but they have to be constantly monitored in order to 
minimise perceived social threats. 

For example - young people are no longer offered clearly defined role-models as normative 
standards of behaviour, and yet the number of agencies (schools, social services, police, welfare 
services, employment agencies, media institutions) concerned with monitoring and attempting 
to influence their behaviour has never been greater. This is an example of the rise of regulatory 
power systems.

Institutions are less concerned with directing  our behaviour directly 
and more concerned with anticipating  that behaviour and preparing 
themselves to benefit from it

For example - rather than simply trying to create monopolies, and use very didactic forms of 
advertising, in order to persuade or force us to buy their products, corporations now spend 
their energy ‘data mining’, monitoring our activities and even our emails in order to identify 
potential demand or products and to target their products at pockets of demand. 



So we can see that post-Fordism involves a profound shift in the way 
that institutions are organised. 

But why did these changes come about at all, and how have people 
been persuaded to go along with them?

Partly they have come about as a consequence of technological 
changes, which have made it easier for capitalism to become more 
flexible and more mobile, 
while making it more difficult for workers and governments to 
control flows of currency, commodities, people, labour, and ideas. 

Clearly, competition between capitalist firms around the world 
(which intensified as the Japanese and German economies recovered 
fully from the impact of World War II, around the end of the 1960s), 
drove major innovations in capitalism. See Robert Brenner (2005) 
The Economics of Global Turbulence

But is that the whole story?



The First Spirit of Capitalism

The ideology of the disciplined 
entrepreneur: individualistic but 

puritanical

The Second Spirit of Capitalism

The  ideology of the ‘company man’: 
bureaucratic, authoritarian, efficient

The New Spirit  of Capitalism

The ideology of the ‘networker’:
creative, connected, mobile

In The New Spirit of Capitalism, Boltanski & Chiapello argue that capitalism has been informed by three 
main animating ideologies or  ‘spirits’ 

http://www.stlukes.co.uk/


The Artistic 
Critique

Against alienation and 
inauthenticity

Against standardisation 
and conformity 

Against boredom

Against hierarchy 

Against patriarchalism (the 
rule not just of men, but of 

fathers)

The Social 
Critique

Against exploitation

Against inequality 

Against perceived injustice 

In The New Spirit of Capitalism, Boltanski & Chiapello argue that there are two 
distinct position from which capitalism has been criticised over the centuries, 
although at times they can be linked together. 

They argue that the ‘new spirit’ of capitalism emerged partly as a in response to 
the ‘artistic critique’ made by a new generation of young workers and managers 
influenced by the radicalism of the 1960s



http://www.amazon.co.uk/Funky-Business-Forever-Capitalism-
Financial/dp/0273714139

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rjr1IisrBDA

Here is an example!

From the point of view of Boltanski & Chiapello, this is a perfect, extreme 
expression of ‘the new spirit of capitalism’

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Funky-Business-Forever-Capitalism-Financial/dp/0273714139
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rjr1IisrBDA


In many ways, facebook seems to be the perfect embodiment of 
the ‘new spirit of capitalism’

What kinds of behaviour and what kinds of personality does 
facebook facilitate, encourage, or normalise?



Boltanski & Chiapello believe that post-Fordism emerged partly in 
response to the pressures put on Fordism by workers and managers who 
did not want to be subjected to the kinds of discipline that it required  
Hardt & Negri (2000: 4272-6) take this argument further, seeing the 
emergence of post-Fordist capitalism as a response to the revolutionary 
challenge of workers, youth, women, and anti-imperialists at the end of 
the 1960s

 If commentators such as Richard Sennett seems somewhat 
nostalgic for Fordist Man, Hardt & Negri rather try to draw out the 
positive potential of post-Fordism (much as Gramsci did with 
regard to Fordism).



Kraftwerk  
Computer World 

1981

The coming computerised world inspired both dystopian 
and utopian visions…



Planet Rock 1982 - Afrika Bambaataa samples Kraftwerk 
and 
channels Sun Ra 



Blade Runner 1982 
(based on a 1968 novel) 

Neuromancer 1984



Laurie Andersen O Superman 1981 



Bronski Beat 1984 - synth pop as the sound of gay 
liberation 



‘Like George Clinton and Kraftwerk stuck in an elevator’

Derrick  May’s formula would later be read as expressing 
the axiomatic aesthetic of ‘afro-futurism’



The utopian possibilities of the new world were given 
hugely influential philosophical and political expression by 
Donna Haraway’s  ‘Cyborg Manifesto’ in 1985 

It’s always worth remembering that this was an explicitly 
socialist document written for a socialist publication 

(see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_Cyborg_Manifesto)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_Cyborg_Manifesto


The ‘Big Bang’ 1986

But ultimately of the key developments eventually facilitated 
by the cybernetic revolution was the deregulation of 
finance  



The first internet protocols were established in 1974, as a  
way of linking certain university research institutes and 
military facilities 

The network developed relatively slowly, first coming to 
public attention in the 1980s as the use of primitive dial-up 
connectivity made possible the first forays into both 
hacking and online community-building 

But it wasn’t until the key protocols for hypertext were 
developed by Berners-Lee at the beginning of the 1990s 
that the world wide web as we know it became a possibility 
and began to capture the public imagination





In 1995 Richard Barbrook and Andy Cameron critiqued 
what they influentially called ‘the Californian ideology’



iPod: 
The device that helped Apple 
conquer the world… 



Platforms have arguably become the key technology of our 
‘post-post-Fordist era’  



But there is also no denying to radical potential of 
developments such as social media 


